Using better survey data to optimise
the design process for new fibre
broadband infrastructure.
Whitepaper 2022

“we’re yet to find a way that replaces putting someone on
the street to do the detailed validation”
FTTH Conference 2021 – Senior Telecoms Executive

Executive summary:
By taking an innovative new
approach to collecting survey data
that increases survey efficiency,
reduces site time by up to 70% and
maximises the value of the data it
has been possible to truncate the
current design process.
This revised process reduces the
initial design time, reduces the site
data collection time and therefore
reduces the cycle time to Low Level
Design with an increased build
certainty.
This approach of using good quality
survey data ahead of any design
activity to better influence design
accuracy from the outset has shown
in two trial areas:
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Up to 16% more homes
connected
Up to 25% decrease in the
volume of connections using
PIA underground
Up to 500% increase in
the number of properties
connected via PIA overhead

Up to 71% decrease in length
on new self-dig

Up to 66% decrease in self
dig cost
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Background:
The development of new
super-fast broadband
infrastructure is a rapidly
accelerating and evolving
market as competing
providers race to build new
infrastructure.
This market is currently made up of
two key sectors, regulated network
development via Openreach and
non-regulated network development
via Alternative Network Providers
(Alt Net).
Both sectors are focused on the
same strategic goal, to be the first
provider to build new infrastructure
in a particular geography.
This paper discusses how using
the best data at the right point in
the design and build process can
optimise the process, delivering
significant improvements in project
certainty, cost assurance and project
buildability.
This paper is focused on the Alt Net
market where the current preference
is to use existing Openreach assets
as the basis to build new network
infrastructure through Physical
Infrastructure Access agreements
(PIA) with Openreach.
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Introduction:
The current Alt Net design and build process for new super-fast fibre
broadband infrastructure typically follows a prescriptive process flow
outlined below:
Figure 1 design and build process
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This process uses data at various points:

1
2
3

Openreach PIA data and other desktop data used to develop the initial high
level design to both validate the opportunity and create the initial design
assumptions for new infrastructure
Physical site based survey data used to validate high level design assumptions to
ensure these are correct when being used to develop the final low level design
Intrusive survey data used to validate low level design assumptions to ensure
buildability of the new network infrastructure

This process is typical across market sectors and creates a number of issues that both
slow down the design and build activity as well as introducing significant commercial
risk associated with a lack of certainty and confidence in overall buildability.
This translates into increased project costs with significant risk allowances built into
them as well as project delivery issues such as overruns and frequent, ad hoc, redesign
activity.
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There are two key issues with the
current process:

1
2

The existing Openreach PIA data is often
incomplete, out of date or inaccurate
which means that the designer has to
validate the PIA data before they can
complete the design process.
The current approach to collecting
and using survey data within the
design and build process is based on a
‘boots on the ground’ methodology to
physically collect data from site. This is
an inherently inefficient way to collect
data and one that does not allow survey
companies the opportunity to optimise
the process and add extra value to the
data collected. This data is also used
after the initial high level design has been
completed which means the cost of the
data is limited in value to the validation
of design assumptions based on existing
PIA data.

Figure 2 survey process limitations

Inefficient data capture
Commodity market
Limitations on data collected
No value adding opportunities
Point in time data use
Limited overall data value

This creates a design process that is ultimately
flawed from the outset and doesn’t effectively
support the rapid development of new
infrastructure. In fact the current process
actively slows down development due to the
time taken to complete the design process and
the lack of confidence in the final design output.
Often build companies spend additional time
and cost having to redesign the low level design
in the field which drives additional cost and risk
in the process.
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The solution:
Catsurveys is a leading provider of surveying
services in the UK and has worked in the telecoms
sector providing a range of data solutions and
surveying services since 2015.
Setics is a specialist provider of FTTH consultancy
services and has developed a leading design
software – Setics Sttar – that automates the design
of new FTTH infrastructure.
Catsurveys has developed a unique new surveying methodology that is built on
a foundation of cutting edge, mobile technology being used to collect field data.
Combining this with Catsurveys existing expertise and experience of telecoms network
infrastructure and machine learning we have developed the Digital Network Survey™
(DNS™) methodology. DNS is focused on creating a rich digital site environment
which means experienced telecoms surveyors can analyse the site data in a desktop
environment. This approach brings the site to the surveyor rather than sending the
surveyor to site meaning that surveyors have more time to interpret and analyse the
data adding value to the data outputs.
This new methodology is significantly more efficient than a traditional field based
approach, typically reducing physical site time by up to 70% and optimising the field
work to focus on problem solving and design risk mitigation. The increased efficiency
of data capture means an average of 3500 total homes passed (THP) per day can be
surveyed using mobile data capture compared to approximately 250 THP per day using
field based resource. This optimised approach allows the survey activity to be much
more flexible and means the surveying can be delivered at different points within the
current design and build process. Having this flexibility allows the data to be used
in an iterative manner throughout the design process meaning that it can add value
throughout the project lifecycle.
Catsurveys and Setics have been working collaboratively to prove the benefit of using
high quality survey data at the start of the design process, truncating the design
activity and working towards having a single design stage.

Figure 3 new design and build process
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Using Catsurveys’ DNS™ to provide survey data on 2 semi-rural towns in southern
England Setics produced 3 separate designs using their Setics Sttar software:

1
2
3

Design based on desktop PIA data and design architecture rules only –
mirroring the current process to develop an initial HLD
Design based on PIA data and design architecture rules as well as initial DNS
survey results
Design based on PIA data and design architecture rules as well as initial DNS
survey results and site survey data

This gives a direct comparison of the benefit of using different data sets at the start
of the design process and the benefit that this can deliver in terms of build confidence
and cost certainty.
The table below provides an overview of the outputs of the 3 different designs:

Rural town 1
Data outputs
Design
version

Total
Total number
Total number
Total
number of
connected
connect via
meterage of
properties
via PIA
PIA overhead
new self-dig
connected
underground

Indicative
self-dig cost

Cost
reduction

Desktop
data (HLD)

857

1

816

2675 m

£ 147,125.00

-

HLD + DNS

847

197

624

2026 m

£ 111,430.00

24%

HLD + DNS
+ site data

862

215

625

1738 m

£ 95,590.00

35%

Indicative
self-dig cost

Cost
reduction

Rural town 2
Data outputs
Design
version

Total
Total number
Total number
Total
number of
connected
connect via
meterage of
properties
via PIA
PIA overhead
new self-dig
connected
underground

Desktop
data (HLD)

1366

0

1225

7096 m

£ 390.280.00

-

HLD + DNS

1589

510

907

2411 m

£ 132,605.00

66%

HLD + DNS
+ site data

1589

510

907

2421 m

£ 133,155.00

66%
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Setics have also reviewed the design process using Setics Sttar with the DNS™ data and
have estimated that it will be significantly reduced using this new approach, potentially
saving weeks in the design process.

Getting the most from field survey / HLD

Figure 4 estimated time savings for design
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Conclusion:
What is clear when reviewing both
examples is the significant change when
adding DNS survey data to the initial PIA
based HLD.
In both cases there is a significant
increase in the amount of homes
connected via PIA overhead which
is typically the most cost effective
methodology.
There is also a significant reduction in the
volume of new self-dig required which
has two key benefits, firstly the reduction
in project cost and secondly the
reduction in disruption for the community
in which the self-dig is required.
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What we see from the results is:

Up to 16% more homes
connected
Up to 25% decrease in the
volume of connections using
PIA underground
Up to 500% increase in
the number of properties
connected via PIA overhead
Up to 71% decrease in length
on new self-dig

Up to 66% decrease in self
dig cost
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